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బĄөܻ
NINA BEIER

֍ઢၤඔࡍୌଳiϰך֭قෙ༪ਡ

u൝ືᆈvĻႰၣॷതႝйೊ֯ࠏിሸ

ແᇾ֭ݢЙĭᅣഐණĭՄܳᄥۺᇝཋ

ӶഐĭႽོཋӶמᄥ็߅ϸഐhᆋོ݃

ཋӶo֭ߌ၄܅ཨᆠ֭ތg೬ҙЖࢹ

йೊ၊۹ၣޫ೬ਅ࿏֭ܳӢቜແ၊۹

బĭࠏ൦၊۹ೣಫఞoफ़େۻ߾ಮ၊

ᇝҥդ֭ۈߌĭಔًၱၴ֭ሕॶֱո༊

ႎཨĭପవᆋဪ્֭࿘ᄥ༎٢֭ၤඔခ

഻ࣶᄅᇗཕٟ֚ষhҊݞᄥϰ֭قৰሸᇗĭ

ቓखڣ৷֭൦؛ჇཋӶғਠ֭၊Ҋ

ᄖႰoܳᄥೣಫఞഐ֭Ҋ֎Պ൦ി֭ܗ

ሸ֭ĭؿ൦၊ۼിሸଐ෭֬ᇂൂቓ၊

ĭॉසજഐऄ္ؖਢhܳࢬ༭པ৽ۼ ᄥਾ၊

۹ೣಫఞഐ൦၊ۼിሸۘۘЬؓĭ֭

ཕ߂ስ༭Ӈ֭ཀໃೊހႰԱਜh၊ᅮ

Ⴝሪ༎ޫൠས֭ݢЙ௳ᄥ၊ᅮऀ֭߾ၸ

ሥഐoᄥ၊۹ԑಋ৷ψ൝֭࣪ߔᇗ֭

ϰ1975୕قᄥ۪Яۼݟԣ഻ĭཋऊჇ

ϫਧĭପవႶઆ؟Laura Bartlettߊࠫϫ

ਧCroy Nielsenߊօৠhϰقቓࣕᄥ۪

Я༹֭ۼݟઔำЕၤĭऀ ֭١Ҭׁ

ၤඔᇗྗऐϿ۹ᅢhѱҝࡎਜ2011୕Ϡೞ

ۆၤඔ֎ჵĭܓ܌֭߾ญၤѸݢતε૩ق

֎ჵႶϠබၤඔѸ༆ܾ֭ॠৢබ๚iYi

Үߋh

Take Danish artist Nina Beier’s 
sculpture series, “The Demonstra-
tors”: posters of stock images, such as 
of a light bulb or rope, are dipped in 
glue and draped upon various found 
objects, which sometimes hang from 
the ceiling. The slick, color-blocked in-
dustrialism of the found objects, which 
include a tire suspended by a red 
chain acting as a trapeze and a com-
mon radiator, could falsely evoke the 
impression of a hastily conceptualized, 
un-monumental coolness; such an aes-
thetic has become endemic to Western 
MFA departments. What is convincing 
is Beier’s meticulous usage of found 
material—hanging upon the radiator is 
the image of not just a rope, but a rope 
that has finally frayed to its last con-
necting strand, about to succumb to its 
inevitable unraveling. On another ra-
diator is an image of a rope freshly cut, 
its serpentine, carefully crisscrossed 
fibers now useless. A poster bearing an 

image of a potato is draped over an old 
conference table—a humbling domes-
tic reminder in a context charged with 
power. In Portrait Mode, the artist ar-
ranges vibrant secondhand clothing in 
large frames, resembling Op Art paint-
ings. As our attire is generally thought 
to serve as both a status symbol and a 
means for personal expression, the art-
ist views these disused clothes as anon-
ymous portraits; assembled together, 
these create an eerie composition.

Beier, born in 1975 in Copenha-
gen and based in Berlin, is represented 
by Laura Bartlett, London, and Croy 
Nielsen, Berlin. Beier has recently 
mounted shows at Kunstal Charlotten-
borg, Cophenhagen and Yerba Buena 
Center for the Arts, San Francisco, and 
participated in the 2011 Public Art sec-
tion of Art Basel Miami Beach, curated 
by Christine Y. Kim at the Bass Mu-
seum of Art.
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ቔఛຯĄֱڤຯ
JAMES RICHARDS

ᅛଢබiৠҸ֫බࡍ൞ႝསၤඔقື

֭ቜቓ൩ގႰ֭ߊࠃნࠀধඕhৠҸ

֫බӮቒჇཋӶႝ֭ᇟྕёஎიߌĭ

϶ഺႃࠫႝསؕၣฆ֭ۓࠟ౮

վۿཕ֚Ⴧ൦ٻoૌ၊Ҏࠨݜེ֭

ᇗෆೣჃಚ֭лhԖཨgം֭݃ܚ֭

ؕᇷဎѕӶબબཉཋgᇷӶඋ֭ཋ

ൔᇾၴhйೊᄥ2011୕֭ቜ{ހҊݫ

िĭ֭࣬| ڬ൲ሪ၊۹ఋિҊဠgമ

ғུ֭୕hฤᄥ၊ᅮԽഐĭዧ၏ཧ

၊۹മғgॉස൦ρಮ֭ಮ hؿ

ᆋ۹ඳ֭gॉగধဪཕિ֭ಮ

ମሪ၊ฃതསࠗĭ߅็ݞϸ࣬ሸ֭ٙഥ

ӹh၊ܼ֒ᇡ֭ဌࣝݞ੫ሪཕუ֭ࡂ

ᇷ൩႓ਜᆋ۹ܷၻಗ્ૻ֭൲ࢠĭ

ऄه߾ཋർಮ֭ກތҀሸЬঙІగ

ধĭჸধ൦መ֭୴৶hሪመၣܷ֗

֭९ໞॹ်ሹ࠵ᆋ۹࣬֬ཕ֚ނĩԑ

ਜ၊ଈނদ༂ٙന߾ᆈ֭ലࣤᇑĪĭৠҸ

֫බౕ֦࣬ߘ۹୷ಮᄥ၊ψ٤֭

ԽഐĭᄥϾԽ֎༷ӗሪ۫ս౮ઝĭଲ

૩ؿെሡ֭۫ഺჃႌԣਜ༷၊۹ؕĭ၊

۹ሹӳ൦এႄআ֭ಮᆦᄥത၊۹ᄥ઼

૩՛֭՟ਧᇗ֭୷ಮh֭ؕ൦၊

ଈ୕౦ሸᄥႽࢳቅׁሹ໖ĭ֔ ֭ࢳቅ

൘֬ྣແЯമॉగধۿས൦ৰྣ܌ൡĭؿ

Ҋେࠟهಮ֭ྦྷშhৠҸ֫බቓԣ֭େ

৷ᄥჇफ़ၣ࿒಄၊ᇝࠦແᇾܼg۹ಮ֭

ሰงĭߵ эםದܼᇡ֢९֭ӯՕষנĭؿ

Ⴝׁེၣ၊ᇝࠦؒൟ֭۴ڌᆸպ၊ོ۹

ಮ֭ߌଉĭйೊೊލ؛ሹ֭ྦྷ࠵ႄψ

gႊࣽݞ؏ֱh

ৠҸ֫බ2011୕ᄥઆ؟ಛ೮قݢऐ

Ͽਜ۹ᅢĭѱቜແ2011୕֭୯ᄇྣແၤඔ

ĭიζٻᇗZabludowicz൴ҧᇗ֭၊Ҏࢳ
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2011 Ꭰ喏䪢ᵲ⊣៑喏67 f 52 ࣄ㆟

Nina Beier, The Demonstrators
2011, framed poster, 67 x 52 cm

ቔఛຯĄֱڤຯĭ!Ėփٷཕۉǈኻփ࠲ࡗକڨė

2011 Ꭰ喏㷱㒚喏ђ᪒䯬Ḛ⊣ᅀ⩧喏㞦ᱛტᘌ٭ 
James Richards, Not Blacking Out, Just Turning the Lights Off
2011, installation, Chisenhale Gallery, London, courtesy of the artist

၊۹రС֭gࡍ൜֭൝hᄥቜ{ཷས

൜|ᇗĭၤඔࡍ೬ҙဏ৩֭م൵ၑڣሕ

ᄥվߊইĭॉగধས൦ၤඔߊࠃhჃ

ႁແڣሕӐЬ൲ແമڂཨᆠĭ၁൦۹ಮ

ўպ֭ಃ֩ĭၤඔࡍᆋོٴడ֭ڣሕቜ

ແ၊ᇝଈ֭ཷསĭႽᆋོჵࡎగধ

ᄷӶਜ၊ᇝၻ֭ࠪܚގh
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֫iοำබݟތؾiقርঠ৮Ⴐօ

݄ӎ֭௨ଦތҋ۩ϸގቜԿቜሕᇊhପ

వႶၐබดҋقRodeoߊօৠh

The work of Welsh video artist 
James Richards could best be described 
in the vernacular of painting. Richards, 
who obsessively replays and internal-
izes found footage, sequences montage-
like compositions of emotive sound and 
video fragments—each constituent part 
of a loosely defined stroke in a larger 
composition. Abstract, scintillating clips 
bleed into moments of unfolding, rip-
ening realism. Take, for example, the 
beginning of Richards’ Disambiguation 
(2011): In bird’s eye view, a remarkably 
normal-looking, petite young man ly-
ing on a bed nestles into a larger man, 
presumably his lover. The larger, equal-
ly unremarkable-looking man holds 
a video camera and documents their 
encounter in a ceiling mirror. Once the 
eye sorts out this strange but beautiful 
perspective, it becomes apparent that 
the smaller man is bound at the legs 
and leashed around the neck, a slave to 
his physically more impressive master. 
After the latter awkwardly remarks on 
what a nice shot it is that he is filming 
(replete with the intensity of a Holly-
wood sociopath), Richards cuts to a shot 
of two women in a dark room, singing 
and flirting upright on a bed under 
a diaphanous sheet. The intimately, 
poorly sung soundtrack carries into the 
next clip of a man, a self-professed voy-
eur photographing women in a lush, 
verdant forest. Following this are suc-
cessive clips of a young man who jerks 
off with such frequency that the act 
appears more routine than arousing. 
Most unique to Richards is his ability to 
take an extremely subjective, personal 
approach to filmmaking without alien-
ating his audience with cloying clichés, 
effectively approaching the most per-
sonal issues—such as coming to terms 
with the darker sides of one’s sexuality, 
drinking too much, and so on—in an 
impressively universal manner. 

Richards mounted a solo presen-
tation at Chisenhale, London in the au-

tumn of 2011, and with Ed Atkins and 
Haroon Mirza, took over the screens 
and signboards of Times Square as 
part of a collaborative installation for 
the Zabludowicz Collection during 
Performa 2011. He is represented by 
Rodeo in Istanbul.  

041040

હඤĄຯ༬ĭ!Ėᅝຍॆė

2011 Ꭰ喏ๆ䶽ᒁ㷱㒚喏㐨ऴᱼȟេᒝ䃪ำ

Frieze 㞦ᱛ㻴ц⣜౦喏ђ᪒ MOT 䭱⩧ᘌ٭

Laure Prouvost, The Artist
2011, Multi-screen video installation, mixed media and back projection

Installation view at Frieze Art Fair
Courtesy of MOT International, London

༬దܻĄຯĄൗĭĄьąᆁ㻴⣜౦

2011 Ꭰ喏㆟ڜ Fluxia ⩧喏ᥰᒝ : 㒃៵i܍Ꮏ呼

Timur Si-Qin
Installation view of “Legend,” 2011

Fluxia, Milan, Photo: Laura Fantacuzzi
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હඤĄຯ༬
LAURE PROUVOST

u༘ິ֭ႝསቜ൦၊ᇝമเ֭

ࣤယhvٍ ীಫiබำࡍསၤඔႝݛ

ĭu༧ߓଲོେದٙඹሹമࣤ৭֭ၤ

ඔhv֭ቜಚൔޛമเĭᄥ2010୕֭ႝ

སቜ{ၤඔࡍ|ᇗĭබำ۽ሾሪ၊

(sometimes misspelled) text: “THIS 
IS TO ATTACH GRANDMA UNDER 
THE TABLE,” and “AND ATTACH 
THE DOG BY ITS TAIL LIKE THAT.” 
Subsequent frames include a tour of 
messy shelves with broken sculptures 
and studio refuse (sometimes through 
which the artist pokes her finger, as 
if fondling it) and the visceral smash-
ing of strawberries under a board; all 
the while, Prouvost mutters various 
phrases such as “I’m sorry it’s messy, 
I’m sorry it’s messy, but I wanted to 
show you everything…”

Laure Prouvost lives and works 
in London and is represented by 
MOT International. She has recently 
participated in Frieze Frame (2010) 
and Frieze Projects (2011) and held 
solo exhibitions at MOT International 
and Flat House, London, and Spike 
Island, Bristol. Prouvost won the GBP 

10,000 Max Mara Art Prize for Wom-
en in 2011, the Jarman Award, and 
was also the principal prize winner at 
the 57th Oberhausen Film Festival.
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༬ద ĄܻຯĄൗ
TIMUR SI-QIN

ำଭقiබi1984୕഻Ⴧϫਧhශ෧

ࡍభᇈТ࣠ĭӑఁიᇗࡍݛಮཕԱĭ൘

ࡂີঁޛਜᅀુ֫ნhಞჃϴ֦

ٻਜվҎݞ؏৮ଲᇤĭᄥଲৢݛ્

ച୕݃ĭᆵჃ֦ߵϫਧĭႁՖĭҊԣ

ਠĭܹሇ֭Կቜᇾ൦၊ོܹნစ

֭ሹಞ࿒ᄼཋཨoйೊళgྦྷ gࡍތ

ρᇵೊՖ֭ᇾೊލԃ࿋ׁ७ᇍሪ

֭ല४ĭၣ݄ࠫ۩൦ೊލݞ၊༪ਡ

֭࿎Զ൵ؕধҨ७ᆋོშິh

ᇂ֭ၞޙআઁ੦࣭ĭႰ၊ᇂ൵ᓦሪછၞĭ

ਾ၊ᇂ൵ऐሪതསࠗhછၞؠЬѓĭ

ᬲᄥ൵ᆿഐhູ ग༷࣬ĭঘԓ୭౿֭ປ

೬֭ဆޫڀЬබำၣ၊ଓݠҟᷠܨ

ਠଓݞhփሪ၊९ᚄٍ֭ݛ९ႃĭߖ

Ⴝᄥઆ؟ऊሆ്୕֭ࠞޚĭබำᕙ

ᕙׁྻ္ۻቋڻսߍאĭჇ൦ᄥ၊۹

ॉස႟ᇄϸ֭iPhone 3Gཉ൝௨ഐඃ

࿋֭࣬ঁූׁચhૌ၊۹ބߍא֭

࿐ሏĭ۴ׯҊә࠳ݞᇚh၊ᇂঁූં֭ݞ

൵ᆵ൦၊ހ֭ߣ௨ĭᆵߘౕᇈႽሻ

ቋ྇ո༊ĪĻuᆋ൦္ޱ௨ĩႽޙ֭

ଣᅜᄥҜሥ༷׀ĭvތuಞऄསᆋဪܘ

Ⴐ້Ϡᅜሆhv࿋֭࣬Џছᄥࡗ֭ઁࠉ

ሸഐϭ٪ሪ௭শ֭ךෙ܅ތቜ൱ٴĩႽ

ޱၤඔ֭ࡍ൵ᆿ՞ᇗഭԣধĭڕ٧ᄥ

ρڪĪĭߖႽႰ၊ॾϸҬᑂ֬ᆴ

็֭࣬ٮĭᄥᆤ۹ݞӹᇗĭබำ

၊ᆸᕙᕙֶნĻuޛИఽᆋુઁĭޛИ

ఽᆋુઁĭफ़འದॉ၊ౕrrv

ীಫiබำೊᄥઆࠋ഻؟

օৠhቓࣕҝߊࡅݛቜĭႶMOT܅ތ

Friezeތইvϸॾĩ2010ĪߊਜFriezeuࡎ
ၤඔࢳĩ2011ĪĭᄥMOTࡅݛĭઆ؟ߊ

ĭތҋৢබຉॠ֣֭ߊऐϿਜ۹ᅢh

බำ2011୕ႛ֬Max Mara୷ྦྷၤ

ඔࡎફ֭၊ຫჵĭ၁൦57׃
ᇾ္֬ᇾh֭ႝא೮ݿϕѽࣅ

“I want my videos to become a 
physical experience,” declares French 
video artist Laure Prouvost, “I like art 
that makes you ref lect on your own 
experiences.” And physical they are—
in her 2010 video The Artist, Prouvost 
tracks the frenzied path of a black ant, 
squishing it with one hand while hold-
ing a video camera with the other. The 
ant explodes under her f inger and 
sticks to it, and in a macro shot, the in-
sect’s twitching exoskeleton gets wiped 
onto a swirly pink painting by Prou-
vost. In an endearingly lazy French 
accent tinged with over a decade of 
living in London, Prouvost mutters 
something about needing to call her 
granddad, dialing his number on what 
appears to be a cardboard iPhone 3G 
display. Each successive shot rotates 
quickly, none of which lasts for more 
than a couple of seconds. A snapping 
hand leads into a millisecond of yellow 
screen, and next, a black screen with 



බiቓࣕᄥϫਧuന߾vߊऐϿਜ

uᇾੈvᅢĭሹಞ֭߅ໝ֦ࡎקѕྡۘ

ಮ༆ݢЙഐhѕྡ֭ٙৢۘஒಮ༆փႽ

ཉ֭Ѱงĭർgཔ๐աҩgٻࢠ

ĭؿቜແᆦಮ༆֭ѕྡۘᄽ൦Ӝట

ஷѹĭࡢЅংঞ֭୕౦ಮhྃ იമเυظ

ᆵ֭৻༪ቓᄲ൦՞ލि൛֭ୃŀᄥᆋ

ৢĭබiᆿԣĭѕྡ֭ۘ࿃ൡo

၊ᇝಮ܅ᇍᄷ֭࿃ൡo၁࿀იಲ

ແ൦uሹಞv֭ ༎ѱҊཕगฆᄁĭႁແײ

Ⴝ഻༆Ⴝཧලྦྷhබi2011୕11ᄍᄥ

য֭FluxiaߊऐϿਜແuԶv֭ ۹

ᅢĭ֭ၤඔൔഭᅢᇈიߊಮჼࠫ

ࡍಮ֭ގቜhබiυஎਜიଈၱվ

৮୷ሸಈഥࠔӎ၊ಸႻĭѱփሪఋᇗ၊۹

ಮ֭ڻhᆋ໒ڻ൦၊ଈᇗൟࢠࡈ೬Ϻ

ဎ֭ρނᆈhබiႁແ؛ჇК৷ࡍތ֭

ࠖႁभׯઊ٬Ӑྞۓಇĭၣυஎҝࡎ

ᆋՙ֭ࠋϼཧڻ֭ᇗൟڣࡈሕഥ

Ӷແሕڣࡈҋ֘६֭ᇗൟĭᆋࠔ

ਜ၊ሕᇊᄥߊᅢԣh

බiႶϫਧuന߾vߊօৠĭቓࣕ

ᄥ୯ᄇเცӎߊތযຫ߅ߊऐྣ

ᅢhიρୌၤඔࡍऽiໃՏज़

ທ၊֩ĭჇ2012୕4ᄍᄥ୯ᄇϠ֫࿘ᄅ

Үᅢခࣶᇗྗ્ඔܾऐϿᅢh

Timur Si-Qin was born in Berlin 
in 1984. At the age of four he moved to 
Beijing, where, surrounded by his Chi-
nese family, he promptly forgot how 
to speak German. Another move fol-
lowed to Arizona, where Si-Qin spent 
most of his adolescence. He has since 
moved back to Berlin, where, not so 
surprisingly, he makes work about the 
language-less phenomenon of natural 
selection—how themes such as money, 
sex, family, and love continue to domi-
nate our mental capacities, and how 
advertising executives direct campaigns 
toward manipulating these desires. 

Si-Qin’s recent show at Berlin’s 
Société, titled “Mainstream,” super-
imposes natural f lora onto posters of 
Transformers. The evil Transformers 
characters are notably sickly and slimy, 
built with rough, angular shapes, while 
the benevolent Transformers in con-
trast are healthy, upright and broad-
shouldered—strapping young men, as 
it were. How far back do the associa-
tions between bad health and evil go? 

Here, Si-Qin posits that the narratives 
surrounding Transformers—an ob-
ject of man’s construction—may not 
be so far from what we perceive to be 
“natural,” signified by all living things’ 
predisposition to succumbing to dis-
ease. Si-Qin’s November 2011 solo 
show at Fluxia in Milan, “Legend,” saw 
the artist extend his artistic produc-
tion to include the gallerists and their 
families. Si-Qin arranged a day trip to 
a shooting range with the two Italian 
women and the father of one of these, 
who is a medieval reenactment hob-
byist. True to Si-Qin’s fascination with 
the bio-determined narratives of vio-
lence and family, the group fired shots 
at the father’s medieval reenactment 
gear, which was later exhibited in the 
gallery.

Si-Qin is represented by Société 
in Berlin and has recently shown at 
Stadium, New York, and Kaleidoscope, 
Milan. With Estonian artist Katja No-
vitskova, he will open an exhibition at 
CCS Bard in April 2012.     


